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From the Editor…
MERRY CHRISTMAS!!!
Christmas already… how did that happen!? 

As we look back we’ve a lot to be proud of. The 
Nationals were a huge, and profitable, success. 
Well run, well supported by Sandringham YC 
and hugely enjoyed by all. Who can forget 
Sarah being hoisted to shoulder height and 
carried through the bar… knickers flashing 
away for all the world to see? Who can forget 
Robyn’s ‘Mexican’ underarm hair? (that’s 
Robyn’s excuse anyway!) Or Gus as a very 
convincing Bandito? Great weather, close 
racing and a title won by one point… it 
doesn’t get better. 

The State Titles provided more of the same. As 
ever the wind dropped out on the last race but 
we’ve got used to that over the years! There 
was an excellent BBQ that Simon put on at 
Lisa’s place and bevvying went on till the wee 
hours despite racing the next day. Once the 
arguments over the weighing equipment were 
solved we saw both of our Worlds crews in full 
flight looking for line honours but beaten for 
the title by Pacemaker.

Gosford… what can be said? An outstanding 
event that saw the strongest fleet since the 
2006 J24 Worlds held at Sandringham. 27 Js 
on the water and all of them sailed as if they 
were on fire! If you missed out on this event 

you didn’t just miss a regatta you missed THE 
J24 regatta of the last 5 years, not to mention 
The Legends dinner that bore more prizes than 
a fun fair.

Looking forward we have three main events. 
The Nationals, which, at time of writing is 
struggling for numbers and it must be said 
that moving it from its traditional first week in 
January slot to the second week in January 
seems questionable. That this was done to 
accommodate those doing the Sydney Hobart 
causes the raising of both eyebrows, especially 
when there are only two sailors from Vic doing 
the ocean race and we think, none from SA. 
Maybe a few people have to decide what is 
most important to them rather than a whole 
association revolving around the needs of a few? 

Close on the heels of the above is Geelong 
Week (too closely perhaps?). There is more 
information on this in an article elsewhere in 
this newsletter. The Mystery Passage Race 
promises to be an adventure and a party so 
don’t for get to keep April 2nd and 3rd free for 
this.  Our State Titles will be on the 16th and 
17th April and I suspect will be the closest for 
years. Two worlds crews wound up and ready to 
go, Adam, already pushing the top guys, will be 
on fire I am sure and Pacemaker looking to 
make it 5 in a row. Add to that there’s the 
pack… and the pack are getting better and 
better, and closer and closer, or hasn’t anyone 
noticed?

Before I sign off for 2010… as we say in 
Scotland: “A guid New Year tae yin and a’” 
…we also say “get up to the bar and buy 
me a drink ye tightfisted b’tard” but that’s a 
tale for another day! Seriously have the best 
time and be safe wherever you are, whatever 
you are doing and with whomever you are 
doing.

Doug MacGregor  .  Editor 

news.vic@j24.com.au

Letters to the Editor
It would seem you are all too busy writing to 

Santa!!

Christmas Party
Thoroughly enjoyed by all who attended. Big 
thanks (again!) to Michael Lewenhagen for 
hosting this event… what are we going to do 
when he sells his place!!? Thanks also to Kirby 
and Sarah for pulling the food together… ON 
BUDGET… ahemmmm!

The weather was inclement and certainly not 
conducive to taking a dip in the pool. 
Thankfully (mostly) no one got drunk enough 
to go skinny dipping! It was good to see the J 
folk having good chats, at length, without the 
usual Sunday ‘gotta dash’ thing that 
permeates our conversations  when we’re sort 
of staying and sort of heading home after 
racing. Stories were swapped and there was 
much mirth. Hugo and Kirstie’s World’s debrief 
was riveting. Hugo related the difficulties his 
crew had with the ‘bitch of a boat’ (was that 
the phrase?) that they ended up with in 
Sweden. Also interesting was the wind speeds 
they were sending the competitors out to race 
in. Is it my imagination or we a bit more 
cautious down here in the Southern 
Hemisphere? It is fair to assume that when 
three quarters of the fleet in a World 
Championship choose not to fly their kite that 
things are on the edge, to say the very least.

Kirstie and Jo joined forces to share their 
experiences.  Injuries, storms, parties, even 
more parties, a boat 30kgs light, (and it 
wouldn’t point!) free food and grog, even more 
free food and grog. Knackered, battered, 
bruised and a broken toe… and they can’t 
wait for the next Worlds!! 

mailto:news.vic%40j24.com.au?subject=J24%20Newsletter
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ODR races #4 
by Jimmy Jibtrimmer

Like a madman’s breakfast… that would 

describe the wind for the first race… OK, I’ll 

explain… it was all over the place… but 

mostly N/NW.  8 boats on the start line with 

noted absentees being Hyperactive and Vice 

Versa.  Notable by their presence, once again, 

were our newcomers Get Smart and Gridlock. 

After a somewhat crazy start, that saw more 

luffing than a flag fight (I don’t know what 

that is either but it gives the picture) and 

during which Kicking Bottom caused more 

protests than the Vietnam War.  Her Skipper, 

Tommo, was required to do a 720 before could 

even begin to think about the top mark and he 

ended up dizzier than a blonde in a library. 

Added to that, the light winds saw him firmly 

nailed toward the back end of the fleet. Up at 

the pointy end, Pacemaker pulled away to 

lead unchallenged from start to finish and 

there was a fight for second place between 

Make My Jay and Get Smart.  This was 

mirrored with a fight for fourth place between 

Excite Your Senses and Crackerjack. These 

battles were finally decided only on the last leg 

and the winners in their respective bouts being 

Make My Jay and Crackerjack.

Race two was started in a dropping wind and 

many boats were late for the start. Once these 

late boats were over the line, they found, some 

ten minutes later, that they had drifted back 

behind the pin. Yes, in effect, in reality(!), 

going backwards whilst the front runners 

somehow had made 150m. Thankfully, 

mercifully, sense prevailed and the race was 

postponed after what seemed like a lifetime (it 

was probably about 30 minutes) and no boats 

having made the top mark. The resulting 

sound of outboard motors was deafening as 

competitors headed as fast as possible toward a 

cold beer.

ODR # 5
by Kenny Kitemaker

Buggered by the weather again! Wind of 30+ 

knots saw racing cancelled. There were 5 boats 

ready to rock and roll, something they did 

later in the afternoon at the Christmas 

party… which gave every one time to nip 

home and get on their best bib and tucker and 

make haste to the festive frivolities.

ODR #6
by Red E. T’Tack

Crazy, crazy, crazy winds that seemed to go 

from 25 to almost zero and back again every 

few minutes. A few boats were late for the 

start… when will you get it people? The club 

will start the races on time or, if our boats are 

late, as soon as 4 boats are in the vicinity of 

the start boat… whichever comes first. The 

wind stayed fairly steady for this first race 

though a few boats did find the top mark hard 

to judge… one boat found the start line hard 

to judge, largely through a massive wind shift 

in the final 5 seconds or so the skipper tells 

me. Make My Jay led the troops home.

Race two saw the usual aggressive J24 start 

except this time we had the ‘delight’ of the 

SB3s. Just a personal note; this reporter is fed 

up with them being on our start line and I am 

not alone… whatever happened to the one in 

one design? It was in this race that the wind 

started to get really funky… going up and 

down like a ‘professional’ woman’s knickers. 

One little J, no clues but it is a ‘cracker’, was 

last around the top mark and first around the 

bottom mark… without flying a kite! The 

skipper tells me this was a tactical decision as 

the wind had swung so much a reach back to 

the leeward was on the cards, and Js don’t 

reach as well as they might. 

The cigars were handed out amongst the crew 

on Pacemaker.

Third tilt at the windmills and a few skippers 

were thinking of changing to genoas, they 

soon were cursing their decision not to do so. 

Large waves from the blow combined with no 

wind and no sail power to get through them 

proved tricky to say the least. At the first top 

mark Make My Jay forced Crackerjack into 

the mark failing to give them bouy room… 

no protest was made but Simon now owes 

Doug a beer. I cannot tell you by how much 

Pacemaker won, as the J24 this reporter was 

on had a bit of a ‘to do’with one of the crew 

which need full attention and abandonment of 

any racing activity.

Nationals
At time of writing it appears that Victorian 

boats and crews going to the Nationals will be 

Kicking Bottom and Make My Jay. Let’s hope 

one of them can come home with that trophy 

to Victoria and all of us here at Hit The Mark! 

wish everyone every success.  Our spies up 

North say that Middle Harbour is a great place 

to sail and that Sydney Harbour will be quiet 

during the week.  (I’d take that with a pinch of 

sea salt!) As mentioned previously this event 

seems to be struggling for numbers so let’s 

hope that sorts itself out and that a brilliant 

regatta is enjoyed.
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Get Organised for 
Geelong NOW! 
by Simon Grain 

The Audi Victoria Geelong Week is almost 

upon us again - RGYC have agreed to run a 

J24 Series within the Audi Performance Series 

category as part of the official program, this 

means we will have our own results and 

trophies. This will be an awesome regatta, just 

ask anyone who has done one.  

The format is:  

Saturday 22 January - Passage Race to Geelong;  

Sunday 23rd, Monday 24th, Tuesday 25th - 

Windward/Leeward races each day;  

Wednesday 26th - Cruising sail back to Sandy.

To get this series happening we need to have a 

minimum of 7 boats, I have stuck my neck out 

and said I think we will get between 10 and 15 

boats, so please everyone, make an effort to do 

this regatta this season and enter, all our best 

boats are going so there will be plenty of 

competition and plenty of fun - for more info 

see the article on the J site and the official 

regatta site.  To enter you need to go to the 

regatta website www.victoriaweek.com.au and 

then ‘Racing’ and ‘Enter Online’, click on the 

‘J24 Class button’ and follow your nose.  Enter 

before 6/1/11 to avoid paying a late fee and 

your entry must be in by the 14th January at 

latest.  I would like to give RGYC advance 

knowledge of the competitor numbers - this 

will help with things like berthing 

arrangements - so please let me know if you 

are going ASAP.  Its less than 60 days away and 

you need to be thinking about entry and 

accommodation for this event NOW. It’s a 

huge party and you will have an absolute ball. 

If you have any questions call Simon on   

0413 870 046     

Cross Sheeting Tips
1. Setup like the pros: The easiest way to 

kickstart your cross sheeting is to make 
sure you’ve got all the right gear. Next time 
you head out for a race go and look at the 
gear on the best boat in the fleet. I would 
argue that now days it essential to have 
cleats on the windward rail and Lopez 
blocks (ratchets with the cleat on top)

2. Get organized: you should be ready to 
tack with a seconds notice. As soon as the 
boat is settled after a tack - ie - you are on 
the rail - get ready for the next one. Pull 
the slack out of the windward sheet, make 
sure there are no obvious messes in the 
cockpit. While you’re at it, make sure there 
aren’t any sheets dragging in the water

3. Get down low! Like the firefighters told 
you in primary school, when you are 
pulling the sheet on, bend your knees and 
stay as low as possible. Then, when you 
need that final grunt as the sail loads up, 
you can use your leg muscles to power in 
that last foot of sheet. Fitness is a big part of 
this! Sorry! 

4. Get out! This is critical. If you stay in the 
cockpit to set the sail perfectly the boat is 
going sideways. I’ll guarantee it! It makes 
more sense for you to get on the rail as 
quick as possible. The helm can then grind 
out the last couple of inches. Basically as 
soon as it is inside of the life lines’ish - hit 
the rail! 

5. Practice makes perfect: the only way 
you are going to get better is to make all 
the mistakes and learn from them. Go out 
for a training session and have someone on 
the rail start their stopwatch. Every 30 secs 
- tack! Even if the waves aren’t perfect, even 
if your not ready, tack. When you are 
racing, not every tack can be made in the 
perfect conditions. This is also great for you 
fitness. You’ll also notice that the further 
you get into your session, the more 
mistakes you will make.

6. Stay on your feet! Where you stand sets 

you up for success, make sure you have got 

a nice wide stance standing directly over 

the top of the block. Don’t fall into the trap 

of standing back near the traveller, you’ll 

end up doing your back. 

7. Eyes forward: with more practice you’ll 

be able to spend less time watching the 

rope coming through the block and more 

time on how the genoa is coming around 

and how the boat is travelling through the 

waves. The advantage of this is that you 

will be able to alert the crew to problems. 

On that note, if something does go wrong 

be really clear in what you say... Screaming 

“windward sheet!” once to alert the crew is 

great, but if they still can’t see the problem, 

avoid screaming the same thing over and 

over again. 

8. Last in, first out! With practice you 

should be able to get across the boat as 

quick as the crew sliding across the deck. In 

a breeze stay to windward as long as 

possible and get your ass on the rail as 

quick as possible after the tack.
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i g u a n a d e s i g n . c o m . a u NSW State Title photos by Luke Matthews

Back Attcha H!
You may recall in last month’s newsletter that 

Hugo Ottaway was urging the committee not 

to give up on the advertising/profiling on 

sailworld.com. Since then the committee have 

voted to drop the participation in this project, 

which came in at a cool $2,000 a year. 

Perhaps now it is worth looking at an 

alternative strategy to keeping the J24 name in 

front of the sailing world. There was no 

mention whatsoever of The Legends or the 

NSW State Titles in Australian Sailing 

Magazine (though it was on the website 

version); add to that the recent call for 

information and story ideas from the editor of 

that magazine and it all adds up to one thing. 

 J24 Australia should appoint a press officer. 

The job would be to keep ideas and stories 

flowing from our world to Australian Sailing 

and why not Sailworld.com??… regatta dates, 

news, history… and of course the great story 

of our class; the esteem with which it is held in 

the world and the top sailors it has spawned 

(and all because of a stubby keel? Great title 

that, and you can use it!!). So, have we any 

budding Lawrie Oakes out there? Please don’t 

let me be deafened by the silence.

Jack the Genoa? 
By Doug MacGregor

Our very own Jack Crawford (Sanguine) 

doesn’t just tell tall tales from his sailing life, 

which includes 20 years in the Carribbean 

(not as a pirate I am happy to report), but he 

also is a helluva thinker. In a recent 

conversation with him he made a very 

interesting observation. 

Given the introduction of the new Kevlar 

genoas and the expense they bring with 

them… almost $3,000 each if you didn’t 

know… that maybe it was time for J24s to 

drop the genoa from its sail wardrobe. Jack 

argued that part of the magic of J24s is the 

affordability but given the progress in sail 

prices perhaps we are about to see people not 

able to complete, or afford to compete, to be 

more accurate.

It is my understanding that Kevlar was 

introduced primarily because it is more durable, 

which is a noble and sensible enough aspiration 

but is this where the governing body should 

draw a line? What I know about sail design 

would fit neatly on to the back of a postage 

stamp with room to spare but from what I 

understand the new Kevlar genoas are giving 

more power because of the new material and 

also the improved shaping that it provides. We 

have gone from the fleet sailing with the same 

sail (condition of the things apart) to some 

sailing with Pentex and some with Kevlar. The 

question is, are we beginning to split our 

treasured one design world into the ‘can affords’ 

and ‘can’t affords’? Hey whatever happened to 

good old Dacron… er, cheap Dacron?

Let’s hear those thoughts sail folk! Should we 

drop the genoa? Forever? Jibs only? …and jibs 

only would mean smaller crews!

Corporate day report
Will the weather ever love the Js again? Winds 

that were just too much for the corporate 

newbies means that this event is now 

postponed until sometime in February. Watch 

this space for more info.

Membership payment 
updates…
The Vic J24 Association have decided to launch 

a name and shame campaign that will reveal 

those who have not paid their J24 

memberships. If you are one of those… get in 

touch with Sarah and she’ll sort it for you.

Thanks 
As ever, a huge vote of thanks to Peter Holmes 

for the design and layout of the newsletter and 

also to Sarah Thompson for proof reading and 

content check.

Important Dates
10th-14th Jan Nationals, Middle Harbour

22nd-26th Jan Geelong

13th February  ODR Sprint #7

27th February  ODR Sprint #8

27th March  ODR Sprint #9

2nd-3rd April  Mystery Passage Race

10th April  ODR Sprint #10

16th-17th April  Victorian State Titles
 Sandringham

http://www.iguanadesign.com.au

